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Abdtract. Theorem 2 improves a result of Baker [2] ; it is proved by means of a ptop:rty on 
hypergraphs (T$leorem 1). 
1. Definitiosls and notations 
The reader is referred to 111 or [ 31 for any term not defined be!ow. 
H= (X, E) is a simple hypergraph; IL = (1Ti)iEI is the set of edges of1.H; 
E(x) is the set. of edges of H containing an element x of X; E(x) cor- 
responds to an edge of the dual hypergraplk H- of H. We denote IAl 
the cardinality of the set A and we set i.IYl J= n, 1 El = m, 1 E(x)1 = 6(x) 
(degree of .x), 6(H) = maxX,x S(X), R, =: min,,X S(X). A subset A C X 
is called p-regular if 6(x) = p, for all x‘ of A c For an hypergraph H = 
(4y, E), a set s C x is called strongly stable if 1s n E;I <, 1, for a11 i of 
1; a set r C x is called a transversal if I % f~ E’il 2 1, for all i of I; a set 
E’ of edges of fir is called a matching (or packing) if the edges of E’ are 
pairwise disjoint: E(H) is the maximum cardinality of strongly stable 
sets; r(H) is the minimum cardinality of transversals; v(H) IIS the max- 
imum cardinality of matchings. 
A chain C of a poseI P is a totally ordered subset of P; 5(x) is the 
number of maximal chains containing an egcment x of P; we denote 
6, = minXep S;(X). An unrelated set (or antichain) L, of a poset P is a 
subset of P, such that any two different elements of L are incomparable; 
a(P) is the maximum cardinality of unrellatcd sets. A poset P is called 
graded if a function g: P -+ Z (chain of all integers) may be defined such 
that x covers y implies g(x) = g@) + 1; if P is a graded poset:, we denote 
Nk = {X E P: g(x) = k} (level of rank k) and p(P) := maxk ;hr, I. It is 
clear that p(P) <, a(P); a graded poset is called a Sperner’s poset iff 
P(P) = WV. 
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*Ilhe#arrem 1. Let S be a strongly stable set c?fan hypergraph H; if S is a 
trans BpcrsaI qfH and if S is bO-regular, the.r !S( : : 5 (H). 
Pro: ,f. First, if S is a strongly stable set then ( t ‘(x), x E S) is clearly a 
mat hirrg of K , and conversely; moreover lJX, z s E(x) C, E and S strong- 
iy stable Q$y zlXEs S(X) 5 m; hence ISI 80 5 iFi and finally ISI 5 m/Ei, ; 
this :omp!etes the proof of the lemma. 
l 
Mor :over, if S is a tra:lsversal of H, Ur ES E(x) = E, hence X, ES 6(x) = 
m ; i:y ’S is ah SO-regular, ISJ = m/6,, then C(e = .@‘I = m/6, and the 
The{ lrem 1 is proved. 
Corollary 3. Let L be an unrelated set of ~1 poset P; if L meets all max- 
imal chains ofP and ij’any element of L is in exactly 6, maximal chains, 
then IL1 = a(.?). 
This corollary follows from Theorem 1 by considering the hypergraph 
H = {P, CC? ; where C is the set of maximal chains of the poset P. 
3 . . 
We shall now show a consequence of this corollary on some graded 
posets. A grad.ed poset is called “maximal chain-regular” if the number 
6(x) of matimal c&ins containing X, depends only the rank ip(x) of x. 
7%ea )rt?fn 4. A graded poset P with universal bounds 0,l and maximal 
chai~eg~.uk~ is a Arperner ‘s poset. 
Proof. It is clear that every level Nk of a graded poset with universal 
hour tds me&s all maximal chains of 1’. Thus we use the corollary, tak- 
ing for unr&ted set L a level N, where S(X) is minimum for all x of N. 
So 1-t 4F= 1y (P) = p(p) proving the theorem. 
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Fig. 1. 
Remarks. (1) There is a dual theorem of Theorem 1: let T be !t trans- 
versal of a hipergraph H; if T is a strongly stable set and if T is S(H)- 
regular, then ITI = T(H). The lemma is 
(2) Theorem 2 generalizes Baker’s Theorem [2] ; Baker’s hypo?heses 
imply the maximal chain-regularity but the converse is false (Fig. 1). 
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